Introduction
Consensus on the timing and mapping of substorm features has permitted a synthesis of substorm mod- Predictiveabilitywith regard to onset of substorm expansions willdepend on our understanding the initiation mechanism.
Development of Substorm Models
As we entered this quadrennial period, several substorm models had been put forth. Each described an observed substorm process, and owing to ambiguities in the timing and mapping of substorm features, each could stake claim to being the description of the sul_ storm.
M-I Coupling Models
It was not long after the identification of the substorm as a distinct phenomenon [Akasofu, 1964] [1990] showed that within AMPTE/IRM apogee (_19RE), fast flows are predominantly earthward, and tallward flows are infrequent, consistent with the earlier findings of Lui e_ al. [1977b] . If an X-fine forms in association with substorms, it would appear that it usually forms tailward of 19RE. 
Consensus on Substorm Morphology

The Near-Earth Current Disruption Model
During the substorm growth phase, magnetic flux in the tail increases, the auroral oval expands, the inner edge of the plasma sheet moves earthward, and cross-tail current increases. In the near-Earth plasma sheet, the current sheet thins to the order of aver- 
The Role of M-I Coupling
There have been various suggestions on a role for M-I coupling in destabilizing the near-Earth current sheet, permitting substorm expansion to proceed.
The Ionospheric Closure Condition
Lui [ It is difficult to ascertain how the diamagnetic drift current is altered about the disruption region.
Let's suppose that the disrupted current does not divert earthward or tailward around the disruption region. Rather, charge accumulates at the edges of the disruptionregion,enhances the westward electric fieldand launches an Alfvdn wavefront toward the ionosphere carrying the disrupted current. Prior to the Alfvdn wavefrontreachingthe ionosphere,growthphase sizedelectric fields and electro jetsexisted.As the Alfv_n wavefront reaches the ionosphere,charge will accumulate to enhance the (westward) electric field;the (westward) electrojetwill increaseowing to the enhanced electric field-and as Joule heating and precipitation from the disruptionregionraises the conductivity-untilthe electrojet is enhanced to carry the disrupted current.Thus, Lui's currentdisruption model with the ionosphericclosurecondition is the modern versionof the rarefactionwave model of Chao et al. [1977] discussed in §2.3.
Since the work of Kaufvnann [1987] and others, we now know that the near-Earth, pre-onset current sheet is much more intense and thin than had been previously ap-
preciated.
With current-sheet thickness near typical proton gyroradii, proton adiabaticity can be violated ifthe sheet isforcedto thinfurther.
Ionospheric Overloading
Kan [1993] suggests that current disruption asso- This mechanism isthe explanation forauroral fading given by Pellinen and tteikkila [1978] . 
